LUCKY DRAW TO ENCOURAGE FULL COVID-19 VACCINATION

(a) whether the Government proposes to implement measures like weekly or monthly lucky draw for the persons who have received both the doses of COVID-19 vaccine to encourage people towards full vaccination;

(b) if so, the time by which the said action plan is likely to be organized;

(c) whether the Government has given responsibility to any agency or institution for carrying out such task; and

(d) if so, the details thereof?

ANSWER
THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE
(DR. BHARATI PRAVIN PAWAR)

(a) to (d) Measures like weekly or monthly lucky draws to encourage people towards full vaccination are not considered by the Government, presently. Some States/Districts have organized lucky draws for persons who have received both doses of COVID-19 vaccine to encourage people towards full vaccination.